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ABSTRACT
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Reliability analysis of bottom panels of production ships is performed. Probabilistic models are used for still water bend
ing moment (SWBM), vertical wave bending moment (VWBM) and dynamic pressure. A load combination factor is intro
duced for the combination of SWBM and VWBM based on observed ship operational data and stochastic process theory.
The beam-column approach is applied for design of longitudinally stiffened panels simultaneously subjected to axial com
pressive stress arising from the global bending moments and local bending stress caused by lateral pressure. Probabilistic
model uncertainty for the interaction model is included. The hogging condition is considered. Implied safety levels in DnV
rules are estimated by conside •..ing various design cases. A more rational design format is then proposed. The corresponding
load factors are calibrated based on rationally selected target safety levels. Uniform safety levels are achieved through cali
bration.
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Fig. 2 Model of ship bottom panel subjected to axial compres
sion and bending

Fig. 1 Illustration of production ship

Ships are attractive as production facilities for offshore hydro

carbons for small fields or even large fields during early produc
tion. A typical production ship is shown in Fig. 1. Such ships
operate in different modes from oceangoing merchant vessels. For
instance, production vessels are normally operated in designated
regions, have zero speed and are held head on waves. Moreover,
they are designed to encounter the most severe sea states, while

merchant vessels are supposed to avoid heavy weather. These and
other factors make both still water and wave responses different
from those of merchant vessels. Also there are reasons for differ

entiations of the safety levels for offshore production ships and
oceangoing merchant vessels. This calls for a rational assessment
of design criteria for vessels used in offshore operations.

As a very important part of the ship hull girder, design of the
ship bottom structure is very critical to the integrity of ship struc
ture. Under a combination of still water bending moment, vertical

wave induced bending moment, static pressure and wave induced
dynamic pressure, buckling of plates or stiffeners of a typical bot
tom panel, as shown in Fig. 2, is generally regarded as a critical
failure mode. To ensure a safe design of the bottom structure, it is
thus necessary to account for various uncertainties associated with

the applied loads, load effects, material properties, as well as
response and capacity models.

The maximum still water and wave responses do not necessari
ly occur at the same time. A stochastic process theory may then
be applied to calculate the maximum design value of the com
bined still water and wave responses. In the design of the bottom

structure, the interaction and correlation between the globallongi
tudinal hull girder stresses arising from still water and wave loads,
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and the local bending stresses arising from lateral pressure, should
also be accounted for in a rational analysis.

To establish a sound basis for design criteria for purpose-built
production vessels structural reliability analyses were accom
plished and are reported in Moan (1988). That study aimed at
code development for production vessels at large and was based
on generic values of uncertainty measures. The purpose of this


